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LOVELL, John 
Waldoboro, M&Ane 

0 \Z*4A\ 
\ j j"cx-VcLo 
At <3*--1 •*• \ >»-v 
July 22, 1927 
John H. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, 
Maine* 
My dear Mr. Lovell: 
I have purchased two copies of your "Honey plants of North 
America." One of them I would like to send over for your autograph* 
We are making a special collection of books by Maine authors and 
would like to have this book in our collection. 
HED/ME 
Very truly yours, 
Henry E^ Dunnack 
STATE LIBRARIAN 
Waldoboro,Maine,July 26,1927. 
Mr. Henry E. Dunnack, 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine* 
My dear Mr. Dunnack: 
I shall be very glad to autograph a copy of the "Honey Plants 
of North America", if you will forward it to me at your convenience. 
Will you kindly indicate on which page youwish the autograph to appear. 
It is indeed gratifying to have the book included in the collection 
of Maine authors. You perhaps have also my other book "The Flower and 
the Beet Plant Life and Pollination* Chas.Scribner's Sons, H.Y.,$2. 
It may be of slight interest to add that I was three years in writing 
the "Honey Plants of North America,"and that during this time I cor­
responded with all the leading beekeepers in each state. But I had 
previously directly or indirectly devoted more than 20 years to gathering 
the material. The Publishers write that it has not received a single 
adverse criticism, and that beekeepers are recognizing it as the 
standard work of reference on this subject. 
Yours sincerely* 
July 28, 1927 
Mr* J. H. Lovell 
Waldotooro 
Maine 
My dear Mr* Lovell: 
A thousand thanks for your offer to autograph iHoney Plants 
of Worth America." I am sending this book today. 
I will greatly appreciate it if you will send me a copy of 
your other book, autographed, and 1 will remit at once* 
Make your bill in duplicate to the Maine State Library* 
HED/ME 
Very truly yours, 
Henry £• Dunnack 
STATE LIBRARIAN 
Waldoboro,Maine,August 4,1927# 
Mr• Henry E. Dunnack» 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine# 
My dear Mr. Dunnack* 
I have autographed and mailed to you by parcel post, insured, 
the "Honey Plants of Forth America * and "The Flower and the Bee." 
The price of the latter is $2* Thank you very much for the order. 
I use a stub pen and it is a little difficult to write on the 
soft paper of the flyleaves of the books# It seems to me that it 
would be bettex to send the autograph separately,but most persons 
seem to prefer* "on one of the leaves of the book# 
Youravvery truly» 
AUG 5 m 
AuGVSTA nr. 
' ^AlPfE 
£ 9.11 
August 10, 1927 
John B. Lovell 
Waldoboro 
Maine 
My dear Mr. Lovell: 
The two books have been received. We will send your bill for 
"The Flower Bee" to the auditor next week* 
We are under very great obligation for your obligation for 
your courtesy in this matter# We wish to have a brief write-up 
in the October Library Bulletin dealing with you and your work. We 
are printing a list of Maine people who have achieved things of 
importance. Will you be kind enough to send us a photograph and so$e 
biographical notes. Indeed, the more you send the better we will 
like it. 
BED/ ME 
Very truly yours, 
Henry E. Dunnack 
STATE LIBRARIAN 
Waldoboro,Maine,August 15,1927* 
Mr. Henry E» Dunnack, 
State Librarian, Augusta, Maine* 
My dear Ur• Dunnack* 
I shall very much appreciate a notice of my work in the 
Library Bulletin* Technical scientific observations, of course, 
receive very little attention from the general public, and it is, 
therefore, all the more gratifying when a man of prominence and education 
like yourself expresses interest in them* As requested I am sending 
you my photograph and an outline of my biological observations* 
As I have from time to time received requests for Information in regard 
to my work, I am sending you a copy of my notes, which I have brotight 
up to date. You are entirely at liberty to use as much or little 
of them as you please, and to condense or adapt then as may seem 
advisable* Quotation marks are needless of course* 
Sincerely yours, 
Waldoboro, Maine, Aug* 15, 1927* 
Mr. Henry E* Dunnack, 
State Librarian9 
Augusta, Maine* 
Dear Sirs 
In reply to your request I am sending an outline of my 
observations on the biology of floweret 
Like most boys interested in the study of nature I made 
collections of the different kinds of wood, of beetles, and of 
flowers* Hjr first botanical textbook was a copy of Mrs* Lincoln*s 
botany found in an attic* This old classbook was based on the 
Linnaean system* A little later I began a collection of lichens -
a group of plants not usually attractive to boys - but not being 
able to find a book describing these plants, I soon gave up their 
study* 
At the age of 17 I entered Amherst College, graduating four 
years later in 1882 with the degree of A*S*» and also winning the 
Phi Seta Kappa key* When at the beginning of the Junior year 
certain courses became elective, I devoted my entire time to the 
sciences, especially to biology, geology and chemistry* Baysics 
was a required study* In geology the investigations of President 
Hitchcock still made themselves felt* 
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My attention was directed to the eoology of flowers by the 
purchase of Mueller's "Fertilization of Flowers*, a "book which has 
done more than any other ever published to stimulate an interest in 
this branch of botany* Floroecology deals with the relations of 
flowers to their environment, to gravitation, heat, light, electricity, 
water, soil, insects, birds, and other factors* The publication 
of Eugene Warming*s Ecology of Plants about 20 years ago caused 
ecology to be recognized as a branch of botany coordinate with 
physiology and taxonomy* 
The difficulty of determining in Maine the names of the insect 
visitors of flowers appeared almost insurmountable* Ify earliest 
papers were, therefore, of a popular character, and were contributed 
to Popular Science Newf, The Portland Transcript, and siMlar per-
iodicals* They proved of some interest, as one at least was 
republished in England* This encouraged me to prepare my first 
strictly technical paper "The Fertilization of Alnus incana and Saliz 
discolor," which appeared in the Torrey Botanical Bulletin, N.Y. 
It attracted the attention of Br* S* tfaw&schin, then of the University 
of Kiel, Russia, who requested a copy of it and kindly sent me an 
illustrated article in Russian on Betula alba, or the white bircho 
While I have never read this paper I can say with truth that of all 
the many scientific contributions which have generously been donated 
to me by their authors,none ever afforded me an equal pleasures 
This was followed by a much longer paper, involving a great 
amount of observation in the field, entitled "The Insect Visitors 
^ of Flowers," which also appeared in the Torrey Bot* Bull* Descriptions 
of the mechanisms of the flowers of Lonicera ciliata (fly honeysuckle), 
Cornus Canadensis (bunchberry), Chelone glabra (turtlehead)» 
Gaultheria procumbens (checkerberry), and various species of 
Sambucus. Viburnumt Cornus, and Aralia were given with long lists 
of their insect visitors. I derived great pleasure in working out 
the mechanism of the bunchberry, an account of which with figures was 
given by Xhuth in his Blutenbiologie with due credit to myself* An 
abstract of this paper as well as of many others appears in this 
monumental works 
Several papers on flower pollination were also published in 
the Asa Gray Bulletin* Washington, D.C. "Three Fluvial Flowwrs and 
their Visitors* described the yellow water lily, the pickerel weed and 
the arrow-head. These observations were made at mid-stammer from a 
row-boat* At about this time a paper on the "Colors of Flowers* 
was contributed to Appleton's Popular Science Monthly. 
The time and labor required for the collection, mounting and 
determination of the insects visiting floweVs, to mention only the 
beetlest flies, butterflies, wasps, and bees, were enormous. For 
instance for two weeks I endeavored to keep the flowers of the 
bunchberry under observation in plea&ant weather, and often it was 
necessary to travel a long distance to find suitable plants for 
observation, then it is remembered that a novel may be written in 
six months, which may bring its author a certain amount of reputatioji-^ 
and prove financially profitable, it is not strange that there are few 
workers in the field of flower ecology. Technical scientific work 
does not appeal to the public at large# and as Huxley remarks in one 
of his letters it usually does very little toward making the pot boil« 
Through the kindness of Or* L. 0* Howard» Chief of the Bureau 
of Entomology, I had received help on the Hymenoptera from Dr« 
Ashmead* He was unable, however, to determine a part of the bees 
and as I presently discovered others were wrongly named# Bees were 
attributed to Maine which belonged hundreds of miles away* For this 
difficulty I could attach but little, if any, blame to Dr. Ashmeado 
The bees of Hew England were, except the bumblebees* absolutely 
unknown and the literature was widely scattered. I also soon found 
that so closely were the species allied that it was impossible to make 
reliable comparisons of species without a critical knowledge of the 
* 
group* It was evident that there was but one course for me to pursue* 
and that was to lay aside my studies of flowers and to work up the 
taxonomy of Maine bees* It was an undertaking that I would have 
gladly avoided if possible, but if I would continue my investigations 
there was no alternative* 
The first step was the collections of the literature relating to 
North American Bees* This in itself was a formidable difficulty* 
The earlier descriptions in Latin by European writers were long 
since out of print. The Abbe Provancher#s books in French could 
no longer be obtained. It was necessary to employ a stenographer to 
make copies of these descriptions from the original works which wer« 
in the library of the American Entomological Society of Philadelphia* 
The later papers are widely scattered in entomological magazines9 
bulletins, proceedings of societies, indeed, the present conditions 
of the literature may be truly described as chaotic* Some rare papers 
were picked up through the aid of dealers in second hand scientific 
books at about a dollar apiece, while living workers donated freely 
of separates and reprints. .American entomologists are slow to 
learn the truth of Osten Sacken*s words that "monographic work is 
the most advantageous form of work in descriptive entomology.* "The 
exhaustive study of a single family is far more remunerative "both in 
pleasure and usefulness than the random description of numerous 
new species." 
I had already made a good-sized collection of the "bees of Maine* 
"but I now devoted an entire season to carefully examining every flower 
that they were likely to visit. Beginning with the aments of the 
willow in April I continued the work steadily in the fields until the 
middle of September» the date at which the wild bees cease to fly in 
this locality. Often miles of travel and hours of watching would 
yield only a few specimens, but occasionally over a hundred specimens 
would be obtained in a few hours. The willows, the plum-treest and 
the goldenrod proved the best collecting ground. 
In order to obtain material for comparison and a wider view X 
employed Ur. R. J. Weith of Elkhart, Indiana, one summer to collect 
for me the bees of his state. Mr. Weith was a most enthusiastic 
collector. He was born in Prussia, in 1847, and at the time of my 
acquaintance with him he was a barber at Elkhart. His collecting 
was done in the all too scanty hours taken from his trade, and it was 
often necessary for him to walk 5 to 6 miles before finding a favorable 
locality. His specialty was parasitic hymenoptera, but he also 
collected dragon-flies, stone-flies, and in many other orders. He 
evinced the greatest intesest.in making as complete a collection as 
possible and box after box of bees was received from him. Unhappily 
in the midst of his conscientious and valuable labors, when he was 
becoming widely known to American entomologists, he died Sept* 15, 
1002, from the results of an operation for appendicitis. "American 
wntomology,* wrote Prof* Heedham in the Can* Ent., "was honored 
one 
by his methods and has lost^of her ablest field naturalists by 
his untimely death." 
After this preliminary preparation I published in Entomological 
Hews, Canadian Entomologist, and ^yche a series of papers in which 
all the Maine families of bees were treated except two, and papers on 
these are well advanced* In the earlier papers much helpful assistance 
was received from Professor Cockerell. Hew species have been named 
and described, all other species listed, the variations in their 
characters noted, and the flowers upon which they were captured, 
enumerated* In 1909 I brought out a paper on Massachusetts bees 
based on specimens sent me by Mr* C* W* Johnson of the Boston Soc« 
of Fat# Hist* and also a paper on Virginia bees from material furnished 
by Dr. Hathan Banks of the Bureau of Entomology* Ity collection as the 
result of constant purchase and exchange has steadily grown in number*, 
until it is probably the largest in Hew England* Prom Mr* Baker I 
obtained many Cuban beeB, from Mr* Manee the bees of Horth Carolina, 
from Prof* Cockerell many western bees, and from Mr* Frost and Mr* 
Shaw many hundreds of the species of Massachusetts and Hew Hampshire# 
Very little is known of this group of insects in large areas and many 
species are still undescribed* 
It was my intention to prepare an illustrated manual of the bees 
of Hew England but at present there seems little probability of this 
ambition being realized* It is doubtful if the sale of such a book 
would pay the coast of publication* even if I could find time for its 
preparation* As practically all the collections of the Apoidea in 
this section are in disorder, such a work would possess considerable 
value• 
There is perhaps no subject which; possesses greate?ascination 
for the floroecologist than the colors of flowers* The variety of 
hues* their color contrasts and color changes, their distribution* 
and relation to insects, form a more or less mysterious and debatable 
ground, the exploration of which has been attempted by not a few 
biologists* There has indeed* grown up a large literature relating 
to the pigments of plants* As the result of many observations I 
published in the American Naturalist! "The Colors of Northern 
Monocotyledonous Flowers," "The Colors of Northern Apetalous Flowers," 
"The Colors of Northern Polypetalous Flowers** "The Colors of 
Northern Ganopetalous Flowers** In the conclusion a resume/ was given 
of the latest investigations upon the floral pigments. I advanced the 
opinion that the colors of flowers both in general and particular have 
been determined by their utility rather than by an aesthetic color sense 
in insects as claimed by Mueller* Conspicuousness, or contrast of 
the inflorescence with the foliage* has been induced by insects* Form 
is a more important factor than color in influencing the visits of 
insects* Plants vary greatly in their capability of forming the 
different kinds of pigments* and the floral colors are correlated with 
the variability of this function® 
Various popular papers were also published in the American 
Botanist* In 1900 I received the degree of A.M. from Amherst College* 
my aafiaa mater, my thesis being "The Visitors of the Caprifoliaceae** 
This was afterwards published in the .American Naturalist* In 1904 
I published an historical article in the Hew England Magazine on 
John Bartram, "The First Botanist*" 
A list of my papers on the pollination of flowers up to 1892 
will be found in the first volume of Khuth*s encyclopedic "Handbook 
of Flower Pollination", translated by Professor J* R* Ainsworth 
Davis, and published by the University of Oxford Press* I was 
invited to bring the bibliography of the pollination of flowers so 
far as relates to New England up to date for the fourth volume of 
this work, which has not yet appeared. For this a valuable appreciati 
was received from the Oxford Press® 
My interest in the wild bees led me, about 1905, to become a 
beekeeper. As the honey-bee can be controlled by man, it offers a 
better opportunity for experiment than any other social insect* 
Incidentally I have given much attention to practical beekeeping and 
to the production of surplus honey* According to my experience the 
market for honey is far greater than the supply and I could readily 
sell many times the quantity I produce* 
My work with the honey-bee has led to a long series of papers 
which have been contributed to the American Bee Journal and Gleanings 
in Bee Culture* These papers have treated of a great variety of 
topics, as honey plants, the senses of bees, soils, nectar secretion, 
the structure of flowers and their stdaptatiod-to insects, the colors 
and odors of flowers, the distribution of plants and many other 
subjects* 
The A* I* Root Company of Medina* Ohio, are the largest 
manufacturers of bee supplies in the world# They publish a 
cyclopedia of bee culture entitled "The ABC and X Y Z of Bee 
Culture% of which a new edition in the past has appeared every 
three or four years* Up to the present time iaore than 200*000 
copies of the book have been sold. At first the text was prepared 
chiefly at Medina* but owing to numerous mistakes in the botanical 
articles* the publishers requested Dr* Phillips, in Charge of Bee 
Culture at Washington* to recommend a biological editor. Br* Phillips 
replied, so Mr. Root advised me* that the only person known to himf 
who could do the work required* was myself* I thus became biological 
editor of the 1913 edition and have continued to hold this position 
in the successive editions which have since appeared. In the 1923 
edition there are some 78 articles on plants and insects by myself^ 
comprising about one-fifth of the entire volume* 
The denial of Felix Plateau of the diversity of Ghent that 
insects are influenced by the colors of flowers led me to make a long 
series of experiments on the color sense of the honey-bee, which were 
published in the American Naturalist and the Journal of Animal 
Behavior. The more important papers are i *IB Conspicuousness an 
Advantage to Flowers?" 1909. The Pollination of Green Flowers* 1912* 
Conspicuous Flowers Rarely Visited by Insects, 1914* The Evolution 
of Flowers, Scientific Monthly, 1917" 
In their "Experimental Pollination* Clements and Long say* 
"Lovell was the first to carry out extensive experiments on pollination 
in America* in which he had the unusual advantage of bringing to the 
problem the experience gained by years of observation in this field* 
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The first three papers of the series deal with the color sense of the 
honey-bee* the fourth with conspicuous flowers rarely visited, and the 
fifth with constancy.* An extended abstract of the above papers then 
follows* 
In 1913* "The Flower and the Beet Plant Life and Pollination*" 
illustrated with 120 photographs, mostly by myself* was published 
by Charles Scribner*s Sons, N.Y* It is now found in nearly all 
eastern large libraries and college libraries, and has been frequently 
reviewed favorably* An English edition has also appeared* The 
Literary Supplement of the London Times in a long notice saidt "The 
book appeals to an intelligent lay public rather than to specialists; 
But it includes the results of many years* patient and methodical 
observation** Of this book Vivien May Parker of World Agriculture 
wrote the following linesi 
"Happy wet And happy he 
$ho wrote - The glower and the Beet 
We await the early hour 
Of the opening of the flower 
When once more 
To its door 
We may hie with the Bee 
On voyages of discovery 
Nor will we forget how he 
Bade us Godspeed with the Bee*" 
Almost immediately after the publication of "The Flower and The 
Bee* I began work on "The Honey Plants of North America** For a 
number of years previously I had been gathering material for such a 
work* The book presents an immense amount of new material gathered 
from every state in the Uhion during a number of years* Much of this 
was naturally in crude form and the labor of sifting it, rejecting 
errors, and presenting it properly under the various sections can 
hardly be estimated® V?hile popular in form, it is a strictly scientific 
work# and the account of the honey plants is largely based on original 
observation* 
During 1926-27 I published in the Boston Daily Globe an 
illustrated aeries on the flowers and trees of Hew England con­
sisting of 364 articles. The importance of awakening an interest 
in scientific investigation in the public can not be overestimated® 
All human progress depends upon the study of nature# the discovery 
of new facts# and their use* And in turn scientific research depends 
upon the rulers of this great country, the common people# 
In order to properly illustrate my articles and papers it 
became necessary for me to take up flower photography# a special 
and difficult branch of photography* Most of the photographs are 
natural size, ahd have been taken on panchromatic plates to preserve 
the proper color values in monochrome* A small stop and a long 
exposure have been employed to secure details* The opinion has often 
been expressed that for ecological purposes they have never been 
surpassed* For example# the Hew York Tribune says that they are the 
finest flower photographs they have ever seen, and another journal 
calls them "plant portraits." 
JOHN H. LOVELL 
\ 
Waldoboro, Maine ,3?eb.6,1930 • 
Mr. Henry E. Dunnack, 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Dunnack* 
It is a great pleasure to learn that you found the series 
of illustrated articles entitled "Abloom in MaineM of so touch 
interest, and I thank you very much for your letter. There were 
about 407 articles in the series. I have duplicates of many of them, 
and,if you will send me list of those you have, I will supply the 
missing articles so far as I can. 
Most of these articles were published first in the morning 
and evening editions of the Boston Daily Globe. Permission was 
given me to publish them elsewhere after their appearance in this 
paper. The first cost of the photographs (though I do all the work 
myself) is larger than a small paper could afford. 
I have had many requests for the publication of the articles in 
book form - and I believe that a selection of them would be of interest 
to a great many peot>le, who wish to know something more about flowers 
than their names. I have written to afew publishers,but the cost of 
so many photographs, natural size, would be large, and unless I will 
be responsible for the expense, of can obtain a large number of 
advance orders, they hesitate to undertake the publication of the 
articles in book form. I have been so busy during the past few 
years that I have deferred taking further steps in the matter until 
I had more leisure. Fortunately the flowers will remain the same* 
I am now planning to begin a wholly new series in the Boston Globe this 
spring. Later on 1 hope to make some arrangement for the publication 
of the articles in book form. While there is a great number of 
books the nurpose of which is to aid in determining the names of 
flowers,there is no book giving their life histories (ecology), 
myths,folklore, etc. 
Sincerely yo\irs> 
77aldoboro,Maine ,l?eb#21,1930. 
Mr. Henry E. Dunnack, 
State Librarian, Augusta, Maine* 
Dear Mr# Dunnacks 
I have heard many speak of your address on Wednesday evening 1 
in the most complimentary terms. Your ready wit made a rather 1 
commonplace subject so intensely interesting that you had the most 5 
attentive audience that I ever 3aw# You have undoubtedly a natural 
ability as a speaker, which can not be acquired# 
You suggested that I send some of my artilaes to the State 
Library, which I shall be very glad to do.I suppose this refers chii 
to my scientific observations, to which I attach the most importance 
but which are,of course, wholly unknown to the general public# 
I have written a great number of popular articles, which have been i 
published in a great variety of periodicals, but with a few 
exceptions it would hardly worth while to place these on file# l 
Your visit to Waldoboro has naturally called attention to the 
State Library. May I inquire on what terms books are loaned, if at 
all, to persons living outside of Augusta. 
Sincerely yours, 
February 2^-, 1930* 
Mr. J. M. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
Your letter of February 21st has been 
received. The people of Waldoboro certainly were very 
generous in the reception of my remarks on Wednesday 
Evening. 
It is difficult for me to decide which 
of your articles would be best for our Maine Author Col­
lection. The one thing that I am sure of is that we want 
most of all those articles of a scientific nature to which 
you attach the most importance. Then of course we shall 
be very glad to receive the popular articles. We are try­
ing to make this collection of Maine Authors' Works as com­
plete as possible. Anything that you may send us, therefore, 
will be greatly appreciated. 
I enclose some literature which will tell you 
about the State Library. I am also sending you copies of the 
last four Maine Library Bulletins. These together will give 
you a fairly accurate idea of what we are trying tocb. The 
State Library circulates every kind of book except fiction. 
We discontinued the purchase of fiction some time ago. Of 
course the old masters are still here, such as Scott, Dickens, 
Thackery, etc. The latest authority on history, biography, 
poetry, essays, science in all its branches, agriculture—in 
fact we try to have every subiect covered. While it is impos­
sible to have every book, we do intend to have the very best 
books on each subject. The rules for borrowing books are very 
simple. They are loaned for three weeks, and if in the meantine 
no other person has asked for the borrowed books, they may be 
renewed for an additional two weeks. The borrower pays the post­
age each way, which on account of the recent reduction in postal 
rates for this type of mail is very inexpensive. The ordinary 
book goes for three or four cents. We send one, two, or three 
books at a time. In the case of a research worker we are inclined 
Mr. Lovell - 2  - Feb. 2^, 1930. 
•to remove limitations and send as many books as the inves­
tigator wishes. 
Why don't you come over some day and visit 
us, and have lunch with me? I make this an urgent, enthusi­
astic, personal invitation. Send me.a note a few days in 
advance so that neither of us need be disappointed. Why not 
come before you hear the "Call of the .Wild"? 
Very truly yours, 
HD/S 
Waldoboro, Maine, Feb. 26, 1930# 
Mr. Henry 3. Dunnack, 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine# 
Dear Mr. Dunnack: 
Your letter pf 2Peb.24th was duly received, and it is with much 
regret that I have discovered that I have been missing great 
opportunities and privileges in the way of book3 for many years 
of my life. I should be very glad to receive the Maine Library 
Bulletin regularly, and I am looking forward to examining many 
books relating to plants. Ify means of Biological Abstracts now and 
Botanical Abstracts previously I am able to keep informed on all 
literature published on the ecology of flowers. Singularly enough 
the articles are not very numerous* 
I am sending you at once a few of my articles and hope to send 
others later. I am the first to study critically the classification 
or taxonomy 0f bees (Apoiden) in Maine, and for the most part in 
ITew England. My articles must thus form the starting point of all 
subsequent investigators for many years# I am sending you nearly 
all of my papers on Maine bees though of one of the genus Erosopis 
I have no duplicate, perhaps I can send one later. As you have a 
bookbin<|ry in Augusta and there is none in Waldoboro I would suggest 
you have these papers bound together and send the bill to me# Sty* 
collection of bees is probably the largest in New England comprising 
many thousands of specimens. I began 2 cy: 3 years ago a series of 
articles on Maine bees in the Maine Matm^List which I hope to com­
plete later# ^ 
I have published a great many articles on the senses of bees 
and on the honey plants in the American Bee Journal; I am sending 
you several and expect to send others a little later# 
I am also sending reprints of a number of articles on the 
vision of bees published in the American Naturalist* 
It would afford me very great pleasure to call on you at 
Augusta and have lunch with you, and I plan to do so at the 
first opportunity. I will send you a note a few days in advance# 
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I am chairman of the board of trustees of the ITirst 
Congregational Church of Waldoboro# last summer I was 
obliged to make extensive repairs on the church and it did not 
seem advisable to hold services. But this year I hope to begin 
services in July* to be held during the summer. I expect to write 
you in a few days inquiring if you can not 3t>eak to us one or 
more Sundays, - payment of course to be made for your address 
and expenses. I am sure vou would have a verv cordial welcome# 
Sind^rely your 
John H» Lovello 
March 3, 1930. 
Mr. John H. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
Your letter of February 26, and the package 
of literature has been received. We are very sure that noth­
ing more interesting or valuable has reached the library in 
many years. 
If at any time there is any literature deal­
ing with subjects in which you are especially interested, and 
that we do not happen to have in the library, we shall be very 
glad to add them to our collection. We hope you will find the 
library useful and that it will prove at least a means of com­
munication between Waldoboro and Augusta, 
I note that you intend to send us additional 
articles. This leads me to express the hope that some day we 
may have everything you have printed. That we are able to have 
the first study of Taxonomy of bees, or Apoidea, in Maine, and 
by one of our own residents, is a matter of very great satis­
faction. We will follow your advice as to binding these arti­
cles. In case you are not able to find a second copy of your 
paper on the genus Prosopis, if you would send your copy we 
might have it typewritten so that our set would be complete. 
All the articles that you have sent are not only 
interesting but of great value, and they are of unusual interest 
to us. We are, therefore, anxious to secure everything you have 
written for our Maine Author Collection. 
I notice what you say in your last paragraph. To 
learn that you are interested in the old church constitutes an 
added bond between us. I congratulate Waldoboro, They are for­
tunate in having a man of your standing in the scientific world 
interested in their welfare and their institutions. It happens 
that I have not made any engagements for the summer season, and I 
will be very glad to come to you as many Sundays as you wish. 
Very truly yours, 
HD/S. 
Waldoboro ,Maine,March 21,1930. 
Mr. Henry B. Dunnack, 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine» 
Dear Mr. Dunnack: 
I see by the directions that requests for "books should be 
addressed to the State Library, "but as this is my first request 
I will take the liberty of sending it directly to you. 
Will you kindly send me -
, American Plants for American ^ ardens. 710 R64 
The Heart of Burroughs' Journals. B B717 
Remittance of postage will be made at once on receipt of bill 
and the books will be returned in two weeks. 
May I inquire if there are any books"~on ^rchids or ~6h~ p±arft~ ~ 
lore in the library. Just now the Harvard Botanic Garden are sending me 
a good many orchids to photograph. '$• 
Yours sincerely# 
'( 
John H. Lovell 
March 29, 1930. 
Mr. John H. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
I was greatly pleased to receive 
a copy of the Boston Globe for March 2^th showing 
a picture of the Bird-of-Paradise Flower. I read 
your description with great interest as well as 
profit. The fact that there are groups of flowers 
mutually dependent for existence is something en­
tirely new to me. 
I am very glad to add this partic­
ular article to our collection# 
Very truly yours, 
HD/S. 
I have returned the lists of books to the Library under 
separate cover# 
Waldoboro,Maine,March 31,1930. 
Mr. Henry C. Dunnack 
State Librarian, 
Augusta, Maine# 
Dear Mr. DunnackJ 
I have received and examined the list of books 
on botany in the State Library with great interest. While I have 
a part of them in my personal libary, there are many which will be 
very helpful, and there are anum >er which are wholly unknown to me# 
In regard to orchids as I have considerable literature relating 
to this family,perhaps it may well to wait until we can look up 
more carefully the books which have been published on these peculiar 
plants. Scribner recently published "Our Wild Orchids" price $7.50, 
in which 7o species found in the northeastern states are illustrated 
and described.I have not seen the book, and I should hesitate to 
advise its purchase' until I know more abou.t it. I expect to be 
in Boston the last of May, and I will then make inquiries as to the 
most desirable books on this subject • Darwin's classic work(which 
I have) seems too technical for popular use. 
Some time ago I published in the .American Bee Journal seven 
articles on the olfactory sense of the honey-bee and its relation to 
the odors of flowers. I have obtained from the publishers a complete 
set of these paper3,which,as you requested, I will send to the state 
Library. 
ours, 
By John H. Lovell and Harvey B. Lovell, 
Maine. 
Low-Bush Blueberry As a Honey Plant 
The picture at the left shows the 
flowers of the low-bush blueberry, Vac-
cinium pennsylvanicum. This is the 
species covering pastures in Maine and 
northern New England. The nectaries 
are clearly shown in flowers from which 
the corollas and stamens have fallen. 
At the right, the high-bush blueberry 
Vaccinium corymbosum is the species 
under cultivation in southern New Eng­
land and in New Jersey. 
THE blueberries cover a very large area in the northeastern states, 
especially in New England, and it is 
very desirable that their value as 
honey plants should be definitely 
known. They have been reported to 
yield a large surplus in certain local­
ities, but on analyzing the data we 
find that the observations on which 
these assertions have been made are 
very unsatisfactory and inconclusive. 
Little or no attempt has been made 
to distinguish between the nectar 
yields of the different species, or 
between that of the blueberries and 
the huckleberries. We have been un­
able to find any reports of micro­
scopic examinations of the nectaries. 
Of the nineteen species of Vac­
cinium listed in Gray's Manual for 
the northeastern states, only seven 
are blueberries (as strictly defined), 
five being classified as low-bush 
shrubs and two as high-bush species. 
Occurrence of the Low-Bush 
Blueberry. 
Probably there is no plant, not 
under actual cultivation, in the 
United States, which is so abundant 
and valuable for its fruit as the low-
bush blueberry, Vaccinium pennsyl­
vanicum. Farmers attempt to im­
prove the natural conditions under 
which it grows by removing trees and 
shrubs, and occasionally burning over 
the land. Most of the wild blue­
berries come from Maine, Massachu­
setts, New Hampshire, Michigan, and 
Florida. According to the census of 
1930 there were 13,888 acres of blue­
berries in Maine, which yielded in 
1929, 3,810,806 quarts of berries. 
The area of plants in Maine was 
more than twice as much as that in 
the other four states taken together. 
About 90 per cent of all the blue­
berries canned in the world are can­
ned by forty factories in this state. 
But there is a large area of blue­
berries in Maine not included in 
farms, and hence not reported in the 
census. 
In Washington and Hancock Coun­
ties where the timber has been lum­
bered and large areas have been 
swept by fire, there are 150,000 acres 
more or less covered with blueberries. 
Here in the acid, sandy soils of the 
blueberry barrens the total produc­
tion of blueberriess in 1926 was 42, 
396 bushels, one-quarter of the total 
crop for the state. As the area of 
-n 
ft 
Diagram of the flower of low-bush blueberry: 
x7: a, section through flower; b, flower from above, 
corolla and stamens removed; c stamen, inside view; 
d, stamen, side view; n, nectary; p, pores of anther 
tubes; t, anther tubes. 
blueberry land outside of the barrens 
is very extensive, the total area in 
the state partially covered with blue­
berry bushes probably exceeds 300, 
000 acres. 
Production of Honey. 
There have been many reports of 
a surplus of honey from blueberry 
in Maine, but unless the observations 
have been made with great care they 
cannot be accepted as reliable. For 
example, it was recently reported in 
a Boston paper that near Lubec, in 
Washington County, beekeepers 
founu it profitable to rent hives for 
pollinating the bloom and at the same 
time secured in the fall full combs of 
blueberry honey. This statement was 
doubtless made by a local reporter 
who had no definite data. 
Reliable authorities hesitate to 
state with certainty that the blue­
berry yields a dependable surplus of 
honey. The following letter received 
from Mr. I. C. Mason of the Maine 
Agricultural Experiment Station, is 
very instructive. "The past two or 
three years we have studied the pol­
lination of these blossoms quite ex­
tensively with bees, and by hand, to 
determine the value of honeybees in 
the production of more and better 
fruit. Thus far in some localities we 
have found many wild bees, while in 
other fields there were only a few 
bees. There have been a few cases 
wHere"Toeekeepers haWhad blueberry 
honey for sale just after the flow had 
passed. Just how pure the product 
has been, I do not know. We find 
from our observations along the 
coast that the honeybees do not fly 
very far and the prevailing weather 
conditions are a deciding factor. We 
do find that the period of duration 
when the blueberry can be pollinated 
successfully is a period of two or 
three days." 
Mr. Allan Latham, of Connecticut, 
than whom there is no better author­
ity for southern New England has 
written the senior author concerning 
the yield of nectar from both the 
high-bush and low-bush blueberries as 
follows: 
"In my own experience the blue­
berry has never been very depend-
abre, much of the honey credited to 
blueberry being actually from huckle­
berry. 
"A generation ago when I had hives 
at the sea-shore on Cape Cod I used 
to get from 30 to 70 pounds surplus 
from blueberries and huckleberries, 
and during the first decade here I 
often got good yields. Now for some 
20 years-there has been no appreci­
able surplus from either of these 
sources, and nearly every year in all 
that time the hives have been no 
heavier one week after the bloom 
than they were before it began." 
In regard to the low-bush blue­
berry Mr. Latham writes that it does 
not produce many berries neajy his 
present location, but that 25 miles 
eastward there are acres of it. "I 
have heard beekeepers in that local­
ity," he says, "speak highly of it, 
which would indicate that it is a good 
honey yielder." 
From Mr. Latham's letter it is evi­
dent that the quantity of surplus 
stored at the present time from the 
high-bush blueberry is very uncer­
tain. 
Nectar Secretion and Insect Visits. 
In order to determine whether nec­
tar is secreted freely we have made 
a careful microscopic study of the 
flowers of the low-bush blueberry, 
Vaccinium pennsylvanicum. Our ob­
servations have been made at Waldo-
boro in Lincoln County where the 
plants grow extensively and are high­
ly valuable commercially. 
The flowers are in short dense 
racemes and begin to bloom in south­
ern Maine by May 20th. The white 
corolla, often tinged with pink, is 
about one-quarter inch long (6 to 7 
mm.) and slightly contracted at the 
mouth. We found around the base of 
the style a prominent, fleshy, green 
ring (Fig. 1) on which the nectar is 
very sparingly secreted. In some 
flowers no nectar could be discovered 
even with a binocular microscope, 
but in others the surface of the nec­
tary was partially covered. 
Although there was an apiary a 
quarter of a mile away, honeybees 
were comparatively rare on the flow­
ers. Had the nectar been abundant, 
they would have been present in 
great numbers. Queen bumblebees be­
longing to three species (Bombus 
ternarius, B. terricola and B. vagans) 
were the most common visitors and 
are beyond question the most effi­
cient agents of pollination. Other in­
sect visitors included the solitary 
black bee, Andrena vicina, and the 
wasp, Vespa maculata. 
Bushes from which insects were 
excluded by wire-screening produced 
practically no berries although they 
grew well and bloomed freely. From 
the large crop of berries produced 
outside of the boxes, it is evident that 
the number of insect visitors, few as 
they were, was sufficient to effect the 
pollination of most flowers. 
Summary. 
Although in the wild state the 
bumblebee is the most important pol­
linator of the blueberry, the honey­
bee is also very effective and hives 
of bees placed in blueberry barrens 
help to insure the maximum crop. 
While there is considerable doubt 
whether honeybees regularly gather 
a surplus of blueberry honey, they un­
doubtedly obtain some nectar at a 
time when the nectar flow is scanty 
and it may be that under the most 
favorable conditions they actually do 
store a small surplus as reported by 
numerous beekeepers. 
ABJ 
A Good Honey Sign 
H^RE is a picture of my honey sign and two children, Junior six 
find Betty five. The first letter of 
every word in the sign is red, the rim 
of the sign is dark green and the posts 
to which the sign is fastened are 
black. We live in the Wichita Moun­
tains northwest of Lawton. 
Paul Wege, 
Oklahoma. 
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL 
October, 1937 
COPY 
April 1, 1930. 
Mr. '"/illiam H. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
We have a note of Scribner's Book"0ur Wild 
Orchidsand I enclose one issued from Ames Batanical Labor­
atory. I do not know enough about this subject to venture very 
far or Cast. Any advice that you may give, therefore, will be 
greatly appreciated. 
I note what you say about the seven articles 
which you are sending us shortly. We greatly appreciate your 
continued interest in our Maine Aothor Oollection. 
Very.truly yours, 
Maine citate Library 
ED^ 'S 
April 5, 1930. 
Mr. John H. Lovell, 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
The New England Magazine for August 
192^ and the seven copies of the American Bee Journal 
reached us this morning. This is a valuable addition 
to your list in our Maine Author Collection. 
HD/S 
Very truly yours, 
April 23, 1935 
Mr. John H. Lovell 
Waldoboro 
Maine . 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
We have received the copy of HHODORA 
for April, 1935, *ihich you so kindly sent 
us, containing your article on Pollination 
of the Ericaceae: Chamaedaphne and Xolisma. 
We are filing this in our Maine Author Col­
lection, and thank you for your kindness in 
remembering us. 
Very truly yours 
State Librarian 
Copy 
February 17, 1931 
Mr, John H. Lovell 
Waldoboro, Maine. 
Dear Mr. Lovell: 
I have read with very great pleasure your 
article "Overrated Honey Plants'1 in the January, 
1931 GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE. I am adding 
this to the Lovell items in our Maine Author 
Collection. 
It is a source of jpleaaiure to know that we 
have a scientist among us who is able to dis­
cuss a technical subject so that specialists 
may have information that is accurate. 
If you are to be in Augusta 1 hope I may 
have the pleasure of entertaining you at lunch. 
Sincerely yours 
HED/mlh State Librarian 
March 26, 1936 
John H. Lovell 
Waldoboro 
Maine 
Dear Mr. lovell: 
We have received your complimentary 
copy of POLIIHATION OF THE ERICACEAE: IV. 
LEDUM AJfD PYROLA, reprinted from Rhodora, 
Vol. 38, March, 1936. 
He appreciate your continued interest in 
sending us these articles, and assure you 
of our interest in this science. The re­
print is laeing filed with' your material' ik 
the Maine Author Collection, and we express 
otLr very sincere tHanks. 
hm 
Very truly yours 
Maine State library 
Secretary 
December 20, 1927 
Mr. John H. Lovell 
Waldotoro 
Maine 
Dear Mr. Iovell; 
Thank you very much for remembering the Maine 
Author Collection with a copy of your recent 
article, LOW-BUSH BLUEBERRY AS A HONEY PLANT. All 
these articles and reprints which you send us are 
carefully preserved, and we appreciate your kindness 
and interest in sending them to us. 
Very truly yours 
MAINE STATE LIBRARY 
BY 
hm SECRETARY 
